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Penalties
Penalty for each CP not reached or not reached before default time
Penalty for missing a Secret CP; not following advice of Orga
Endangering other participant, not giving first aid in case of an accident
Penalty for Incomplete security/safety equipment at the prestart
Penalty for Incomplete or lost parts of technical specification at the prestart
Restart after completing equipment.
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= No scoring for the whole rally.
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Time allowance
In case of providing medical help: Time allowance for the duration of the medical help. If it is not possible to calculate
the time allowance he will get the driving time of the driver who were as fast as he at the day before.

GPS Download because of missing CP or SCP
The download will be carried out by the organ for a fee of 100 €. If it is determined that the CP or SCP has been
passed less than 100m, the penalty time is reduced to 15 minutes. A refund of 100 euros will not be given.

GPS type and tracklog
The GPS track log must be active for the whole day. Settings: Minimum one point 5 sec, Wrap when full. The track log
of the day before must be available at the start of the next day.No or incorrect GPS tracking: 4 hours penalty.
Recommended GPS: Garmin 60,62,64,276 Montana, Oregon Series with USB Connector.
All other GPS are allowed if you are able to download the track as gpx on an USB Stick at CP finish.
The driver is responsible for the necessary equipment.

Interpretation of the Rules.
- All checkpoints have to be arrived in the correct order.
- The last checkpoint arrived in the correct order is the last valid checkpoint.
- All following checkpoints will not be counted as valid.
- Start and Secret Checkpoints are not counted as a checkpoint. The Finish is counted as a checkpoint.
- In the case of rescue: All the point of rescue following checkpoints are invalid.
- Rescue is defined as having happened if:
A. The service team or B. The Organisation, transports the participant for part of the rally route or into the camp.
Technical help between competitors is allowable & carries no penalty.
- Non Starter will get a 2 hour penalty for each checkpoint of the day and the default time of each stage.
- No penalty for missing Secret CP which don’t have to be reached.
- Arriving too late for the start. No penalty. The starting time will not be changed.
- You must stop at CP and SCP to stamp your timecard. You must control the correct entry in your timecard. Entry in
timecard will only be changed at CP or SCP.
- Leaving of rallye track is defined as missing SCP
- Prestart begins after distribution of timecard at the start desk.

Protests
Protest again assumed wrong results have to be submitted with the official protest form to the Orga within 30 minutes
after end of breefing. Protests later than 30 minutes after breefing will have no influence to start order of next day.
Latest date to submit a protest 24:00 of the following day. Protests only possible again transcription error and
interpretation of regulations. No protests against regulations by its self. No protest against results of other drivers.

Sport court:
If competitor believes protest decision is wrong, he can ask the sport court for a decision. Sport court depends out of 3
people. 2 not involved participant, 1 person Orga. Cost for sport court = 100 Euro. Payback if protest is accepted.
Deadline to convene sport court: 20:00 of day following protest decision. But bevor 20:00 of last day.

